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Cable Logging Systems in Japan
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Summary: Historical study of the cable logging systems in Japan is made briefly, and the structural and functional features of the Japanese cable logging systems are outlined. Then the cable logging systems of many types are classified into ten large groups according to structural and functional resemblances, and reviewed from the standpoints of operating efficiency and effect on the environment. Detailed explanations of the thirty-nine typical cable logging methods, including the ones applicable for the selective logging, are given with the aid of illustrations.
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1. Introduction

In Japan, the forest land covers about 25 million ha, equivalent to 68 percent of the total land area. According to a spot-sampling survey on a nation-wide scale, flat and gentle slope forest land occupies about 30 percent of the total forested area, and the remainder is more than 15° in gradient. And major timber stands are largely distributed in the mountainous regions.

Consequently, the cable logging systems are more frequently and successfully used for hauling logs out of the forest than any other logging methods in our country.

Recently, the public demands for the conservation of natural environment and the preservation of scenic beauty in the mountainous areas have brought about a large technical evolution in logging methods as well as in road construction methods. The cable logging systems were seriously affected by the demands of the times, too, and have been highly improved. It can be said that the common opinion asserting that “cable-hauling systems inseparably connect with clear-cutting methods” has already become unwarranted.

The purposes of this paper are to take a general view of the history of cable logging systems in Japan, to classify them according to the structural resemblances, and to find a clue to more effective cable logging systems for reducing unfavorable impacts upon the forest environment.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Mr. Minoru Ueda, chief of Forest Machinery Section, Mr. Yoshiharu Oyama, chief of Forest Operation I Unit, and Mr. Tatsuo Tsuji, chief of Forest Operation II Unit, who co-operated with the authors in referring to the literatures on the cable logging systems in Japan.

2. History

A steam skidder was introduced for the first time into Kiso Imperial Household Forest in Nagano from the United States in 1920. It was the Lidgerwood steam skidder equipped with five drums and of 17.5 tons in weight. First appearance of the huge machine must have given a great surprise to the timbermen of the Kiso forest, because at the time in Japan logs were transported all by man-power, by chutes, or by water. Under the supervision of the Imperial Household Bureau, the first interlocking skidder was set up after much trouble and operated with much effort in early summer of 1920.

In 1921, after the American skidder was used in Formosan forests, the first three steam skidders called “Tsunashima skidder” were manufactured by an iron workshop in Tokyo. The Japanese-made three-drum skidders were designed by Masakichi Tsunashima who was the forest engineer of the national forest. They were put into operation in Noshiro national forest in Akita, Umaji national forest in Kochi, and Kiso forest, respectively. As for the cable logging system, the Lidgerwood interlocking system was mainly used in those days, and occasionally the highlead system was employed.

Subsequently, a Clyde gas engine equipped with four drums was imported also from America into Kiso forest together with the MacFalene slack-line system in 1928. Two years later, in 1930, modifying the Clyde gasoline skidder, Morito Works in Kawaguchi began to produce the so-called “Kiso-type gasoline skidder”.

Since then, the use of the cable logging methods was extended gradually to large-scale logging sites in the national forest and the Imperial Household forest. The steam skidders
were replaced by the more efficient gasoline yarders, and the downhill North Bend system and the Tyler system developed into the typical skyline systems.

In 1930's, yarders were gradually remodeled to small-sized but high-powered ones, and carriages, blocks and miscellaneous wire-rope equipment were considerably improved.

During World War II, however, the development of cable logging techniques was retarded because of the shortage of materials. After the war, as steady progress in the forest mechanization was made, the cable logging techniques also took another step forward, and fullscale production of cable logging equipment was resumed. In 1964, Iwate-Fuji Industrial Co. began to manufacture Y-type yarders, which have become the most popular yarder in the national forest.

A new skyline system named the “Kumamoto system” shown in Fig. 13 was designed and first used in Kikuchi national forest in Kumamoto with great success in 1961[160]. In the same year, the Wyssen skyline crane, which had been successfully used in European countries centered in Switzerland, was introduced to Japan[160]. The new skyline crane was tested on a steep terrain in Kiso national forest immediately, but satisfactory results were not obtained. The reason for this was that it very difficult to transport the machine to the upper end of the yarding road, because the forest roads were usually located at the bottom of the valley.

After 1959, the light two-drum yarders which weigh 500-1,000 kg became popular, and they were used where the skidding distance was shorter than 200 m. At the same time, the slack-line system was revived, and the new cable hauling methods such as the Dunham system and the basic North Bend system were often used in several parts of the country.

The first mono-cable system was put into operation for transporting firewood in Masukawa national forest, Aomori, in 1955[149]. From around 1965, the mono-cable system was used for yarding logs in private forests.

In the early 1960's, cable logging systems were highly improved, and the evolution in technique was largely directed towards the increase in the yarding efficiency. The total number of yarders began to increase remarkably from around that time. A little earlier, in the late 1950's, the tree-length yarding and full-tree yarding were performed in the national forest. The long-distance skylines of over 1,000 m[162,163,207,210], the curved skylines[164,165,166,167,168,169,200], the Y-shaped skylines as shown in Fig. 43, and the circular yarding method shown in Fig. 30 were enthusiastically tried. The wide lateral yarding up to 200 m on each side of the skyline was carried out, too.

Such remarkable development in the cable logging method resulted in enlarging the unit area of clear-cutting; however, "environmental disruption" has come to stand in the way of the timber harvesting operation, and public denunciations of clear-cutting became stronger eventually.

In the late 1960's, to cope with the serious situation, all Japanese loggers began to review the traditional cable logging methods from a silvicultural and scenic standpoint, and tried to modify them. As a result of their persistent efforts, they obtained several promising alternatives suitable for the selective logging, the small-area clear-cutting, etc. Briefly stated, the main point of these new cable logging

![Fig. 1 Number of yarders in Japan.](image-url)
systems is to restrict the passages of the operating lines, especially of the haulback line, to prevent damage to the residual stand when carrying out the selective logging.

Now in Japan, there are about 120 cable logging systems, and among them about 30 new systems are suited to selective cutting, partial cutting or thinning.

3. **Cable logging equipment**

Cable logging equipment may be divided into six main groups: (1) wire rope, (2) blocks, (3) carriages, (4) yarders, (5) special equipment, and (6) communication system. Skyline supports, stops and butt hooks are included in the special equipment.

3-1. **Wire rope**

Wire rope is multifariously used in a cable logging system as in the following:

(a) skyline* (standing line, main cable)
(b) main line (hauling line, inhaul line, haul-in line)
(c) skidding line
(d) haulback line* (receding line, outhaul line, return line, trip line)
(e) traction line
(f) endless cable
(g) lifting line* (hoisting line, lift line)
(h) hoist line
(i) carriage-drum line
(j) snubbing line
(k) pull-out line
(l) hook line
(m) tightening line
(n) control line*
(o) heel line*
(p) straw line
(q) anchor cable (anchor rope*)
(r) guy line* (guy)

*Technical term applied widely in Japan.

**Skyline** Skylines are usually anchored to standing trees or stumps at both ends. In rare cases, skylines are anchored at one end, while the other end is tensioned by heavy weights as in the ropeways.

In the days when the cable logging system was introduced for the first time into Japanese
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**Fig. 2** Wire rope used for skyline,

(a) Round-strand wire rope; (b) Plane contact lay wire rope;
(c) Flattened-strand wire rope.
forests, the round-strand wire ropes with a main fiber core and metallic cores in strands, 6×37, ordinary lay, were used for Skylines. After that time, the round-strand wire ropes 6×24 or 6×19 gradually took the place of 6×37. Since the early 1950’s, however, the round-strand wire ropes, 6×7, Lang’s lay, have been commonly used in our country, because they are slightly more flexible and have a better wearing surface than the ordinary lay ropes. Since around 1960, the use of new kinds of wire rope with particular cross-sections such as the plane contact lay rope and the flattened strand rope have been slowly increasing in use.

In the case of the round-strand wire rope 6×7 used for Skylines, the tensile strength of wire is usually 165 or 180 kg/mm², up to 215 kg/mm² if needed. The diameters of skyline is commonly 12~28 mm. The rope construction and diameter of anchor cable are the same as those of the skyline joined to the anchor cable.

Operating lines There are many kinds of operating lines because of the variety of the cable logging systems as above mentioned. Among them, the hoist line, the carriage-drum line, the pull-out line, the hook line, the tightening line, and the control line may be the Japanese unique operating lines. The hoist line is a line, which is wound around the carriage drum, used to lift up the turn of logs. The carriage-drum line is a wire rope used to drive the carriage drum. The pull-out line is a line, the end of which is attached to a block, used solely to pull out the fall block laterally to where the logs lie. The hook line is a line used exclusively to pull out the skidding line with butt hook laterally to where the logs to be hauled can be hooked on. The tightening line is a line used to tighten the other operating lines. The control line is a wire rope used to control the behavior of the haulback line.

For these operating lines, the round-strand wire rope with fiber main core, 6×19 or 6×19, Fl(25), ordinary lay, with a tensile strength of wire 165 kg/mm², is used. Its diameter is commonly 6~14 mm.

For the straw line, 8~12-mm synthetic fiber rope such as nylon rope or vynilon rope is in extensive use throughout the country.

Rope joints To connect two lengths of Skylines, the so-called “long” splices are used. “Short” splices are used when two operating lines are jointed to make them into one, or when a rope is to be made an endless one. In attaching rigging to wire ropes, “eye” splice or wire rope clips are used. Recently, clamping tubes made of aluminum alloy are often used for locking the “eye”, and that develops the efficiency and safety of the cable logging operations.

3-2 Blocks

Blocks of many types are required for a cable logging system. They may be grouped in accordance with the way they are used, as follows:

(a) guide block* (snatch block)
(b) fall block
(c) skyline block (tree jack)
(d) twin block
(e) heel block*
(f) mono-cable block

Note: * Technical term applied widely in Japan.

The guide blocks may be designated as main line block, haulback block, lead block, tail block, corner block, or pull-out block, depending on their location. These blocks are all called “guide block” in our country. On almost all the skyline logging sites, the so-called “side blocking” is commonly carried out, so the guide blocks for the haulback line are arranged on the
Fig. 3 Skyline block.
(a) Tree jack;
(b) Skyline block with a grooved ring.

Fig. 4 Twin block.
(a) Ordinary twin block; (b) Three-sheave block.

Fig. 5 Mono-cable block.
(a) Mono-cable block with an ordinary sheave; (b) Mono-cable block with a spiked sheave.
boundary of the setting to facilitate an external lateral yarding.

The fall block is called “loading block”. Usually, a counterweight of 100—300 kg is attached to the bottom of the fall block, because the fall block can be lowered anywhere on the ground by gravity.

The skyline block, which is called “saddle block”, has two sheaves or one large grooved ring at the bottom and a shackle on the top, and is used for skyline support at the head tree or tail tree instead of tree shoe (Fig. 3). Tree shoes are not used in our country.

The twin block consists of two part-steel shells and two sheaves. On the top of the upper shell are two small sheaves, which serve as track sheaves riding on a stationary cable as shown in Fig. 50. Recently, the three-sheave block of triangle shape has come to be more frequently used than the ordinary twin block. In the case of the three-sheave block, one of three sheaves serves as the track sheave (Fig. 4).

The heel blocks are the constituent elements of “heel tackle”. Two three- or four-sheave heel blocks are used for a heel tackle to tighten the skyline.

“Mono-cable block” is a general term for the open-side blocks used in the mono-cable system. Some of them have eight to twelve spikes around the outer rim of the sheave to prevent the endless cable from running off (Fig. 5).

3-3 Carriages

The choice of carriages usually depends on the cable configuration, load and span.

The carriages used in the Tyler system, the downhill North Bend system and the Kumamoto system are equipped with two or four track sheaves in the upper part of the carriage, and one or more sheaves or blocks for operating lines at the bottom of it.

For the slack-line system, the Dunham system or the running skyline system, a rather simple carriage or a pair of blocks is preferred. In the hoist yarding system, a carriage equipped with a carriage drum holding a hoist line is employed. Hoist carriages are equipped with rather complicated hoisting or locking devices, so they weigh heavy on an average. In the aerial snubbing system, various kinds of carriages, from the simple one to the heavy one, are used. When the skyline is hung on the intermediate skyline supports, the open-side carriage is used.

To prevent collision or entwinement among the operating lines and skyline with one another, the “side-armed” carriage has been developed. This carriage has two side-arms, or cantilevers, stretched out on both sides. Both ends of the continuous traction line are attached to the end of a side-arm, and the bight of the traction line is passed through the block attached to the end of another side-arm, so that the traction line and other lines are

---

Fig. 6 Side-armed carriage and stop.
Yarders

At present, yarders of varied types are used in our country. The mechanical features of the yander may be characterized with the following specifications: gasoline engine or diesel engine, output of the engine, number of drums, line pull of each drum, capacity of each drum, line speeds, brakes, clutches, total weight, and so on.

The gasoline or diesel engines mounted on the yarders range from 5 hp to 125 hp. Generally, the engine of 40 hp and downward is installed on the small-sized yander, and the engine of 50 hp and upward is on the large-sized yander.

The yander has two or four drums, and, in most cases, one of them is a spool-type drum, or capstan-winding driving pulley which has no groove. The spool-type drum is commonly called "endless drum". Ordinary drum can be simply converted to spool-type drum by fitting a pair of semicircle split spools. The spool-type drum is used for driving an endless or continuous rope such as the endless cable or traction line. The spool-type drum system is so popularly adopted in our country that the expensive interlocking yarders are scarcely used.

The ordinary drum capacity is varied from 400 to 1,500 m for 10-mm wire rope, or from 300 to 1,300 m for 12-mm wire rope according to the size of the yander.

The torque of the engine is transmitted to the drum-shafts through a single plate friction clutch, manual gear transmission, and drive shaft or drive chain. Automatic centrifugal clutches or torque converters are extensively applied to the large-sized yarders instead of single plate clutches. The torque of the drum shaft is transmitted to the drum through a drum clutch of friction block type or friction shoe type.

As regards the braking equipment, shoe-brakes or band-brakes which can be activated either by foot or by hand are used for the small-sized yarders, and oil pressure brake of internal-expanding type for the large-sized yarders.

The power plant, drums and other elements are usually mounted on a strong frame shaped like a sledge. Some large-sized yarders can be divided into two parts for convenience of transportation. Tractor mounted or truck mounted yarders are often used, too. But the profitable employment of these yarders is restricted by the forest conditions or yarding distance.

Recently, remote-control yarders have been designed and used in the national forest[80]. But it is reported that the remote-control yarders are not always helpful to logging operation as yet, because of their stiff motion.

Special equipment

In cable logging systems, steel spars, skyline clamps, intermediate supports, carriage stops or butt hooks are employed, where needed.

If there is no tree suitable for the head tree or tail tree in required places, the steel spars or portable spars are used. The skyline clamp consisting of two plates 14~18 mm thick, which are connected together with ten to twelve bolts, is essential in connecting the skyline to the heel tackle or the anchor cable (Fig. 7). In curved skylines or multispans skylines, the intermediate skyline supports are employed. The stops are used for several hoist yarding systems or aerial snubbing systems. And when the selective yarding is carried out, the stop is often required as shown in Fig. 6 and 28. Butt hook is always attached to the end of the skidding line or the hoist line.

Besides, in the mono-cable system, hanging ropes and "contact" hooks are used to attach the turn to the endless cable (Fig. 8). The hanging ropes are made of strands of 10~12-mm
wire rope, 6-mm wire ropes, or 6~8-mm synthetic fiber ropes.

3-6 Communication systems

Communications and signals among the logging crew members, especially between yarder operator and chocker setters, are made by telephones, wood interphones, or yarder horn.

The skyline tension indicators, which give the warning when the cable tension exceeds an allowable value, were developed several years ago.

4. Cable logging systems

There are many types of cable logging systems in Japan, numbering over 120 systems. Those developed in recent years, however, are too varied and complicated to be classified according to the traditional basis. For the convenience of identification and dissemination of techniques, ten basic systems are chosen as follows according to the configuration and rigging used: the Tyler system, the North Bend system, the Kumamoto system, the hoist yarding system, the slack-line system, the aerial snubbing system, the Dunham system, the running skyline system, the mono-cable system, and the high-lead system. In accordance with the new classification criteria, almost all of more than 120 cable logging systems can be classified into ten groups systematically.

Distinguishing features of each basic system, such as component elements, cable arrangement and adaptability, are described as under.

4-1 Tyler system

The Tyler system consists of a standing skyline, a lifting line, a haulback line, a carriage equipped with two blocks at the bottom, a fall block, and a two- to four-drum yarder. In this system, the lifting line runs from the drum through a lead block on the head tree, back through the block at the front edge of the carriage, down through the fall block, then up through the block at the rear edge of the carriage, back to the tail tree and is fastened to it. The haulback line from the drum runs
through a series of blocks, through the tail block attached to a stump located at where the logs lie, then up to the fall block and is secured to the back edge of the fall block. This makes it possible to carry out the lateral yarding.

The Tyler system can be adapted to downhill slopes steep enough for the carriage and the turn to travel by gravity, generally more than about 15° grade. On rather gentle slopes, or even on steep slopes when steady movement of the carriage is required, the Tyler system is additionally equipped with a traction line or a main line. The traction line is usually a continuous line both ends of which are attached to the carriage, and driven by the spool-type drum of the yarder. When the main line is added, the one end of the main line is fastened to the carriage and the other end is connected with the haulback line at the yarde, and that makes two lines a continuous main-haulback line. The modified Tyler system having a continuous line is called the “endless” Tyler system, and is used very often. (See Fig. 29—41).

The Tyler system can be effectively used for yarding branched catting-strips on each side of the skyline by controlling the behavior of the haulback line as shown in Fig. 23.

4-2 North Bend system

There are two modifications of the North Bend system, namely, the modified North Bend system and the downhill North Bend system[12]. The downhill North Bend system is the most popular, and the basic North Bend and the modified North Bend system are rarely used in our country.

The downhill North Bend system is called the “Falling block” system. This system consists of a standing skyline, a main line, a haulback line, a carriage having a block at the front lower edge, a fall block, and a two- to four-drum yarder.

The main line is led from the main drum through a lead block on the head tree, back through the block under the carriage, down through the fall block, then up to the carriage, and is fastened to the back end of the carriage. The haulback line passes from the haulback drum through a series of blocks, through the tail block attached to a stump on hooking spot, then up to the fall block, and is fastened to it.

In operation, the loaded carriage travels along the skyline by reeling in the main line.
while the haulback line brake is released gradually. The lift on the turn of logs is provided by the main line and haulback line being pulled against each other, so that big braking power is required for the haulback drum.

The downhill North Bend system is adaptable to a wide range of conditions of topography, on moderate uphill or downhill slopes or on horizontal grounds. The average lateral yarding distance of this system, however, seems to be shorter than that of the Tyler system. Incidentally, the downhill North Bend system also can be used for yarding cutting strips by equipping with special rigging, for instance, a pull-out line or a control line. (See Fig. 42～48).

4-3 Kumamoto system

The Kumamoto system is similar to the downhill North Bend system. But there are, of course, some differences in structure and performance between these two systems. In the Kumamoto system, the main line and the haulback line are connected with each other to make one continuous line, and it is driven by a spool-type drum. In order to raise or lower the fall block, a tightening line and a twin block are used. The continuous line passes through one sheave of the twin block. The tightening line from the drum runs through the other sheave of the twin block, back to the yarder and is fastened to a stump. By winding in the tightening line, the twin block is pulled to the yarder and the continuous line is tightened, and this makes the fall block rise to the carriage.

More specifically, the Kumamoto system consists of a standing skyline, a continuous main-haulback line, a carriage, a fall block, a tightening device, and a two-drum yarder. This system is characterized by its applicability to a wide range of topographic conditions and yarding distances, and its operational simplicity. However, the Kumamoto system seems to be unsuitable for the selective cutting. (See Fig. 49～51).

4-4 Hoist yarding system

The "hoist yarding system" is a general term for the skyline systems in which the hoist carriages are used.

This system in general consists of a standing skyline, one or two operating lines, a carriage equipped with a carriage drum holding a hoist line, and a two- or three-drum yarder. If needed, one or two stops are also employed.

The carriage is propelled along the skyline by the traction line, the main line or the haulback line. The carriage drum is driven by the carriage drum line or other operating lines.

Hoist carriages of various types have been developed in our country over the years, but not many of them are in successful use now. The hoist yarding system can be used for selective cutting and for clear-cutting. (See Fig. 52
4-5 Slack-line system

The slack-line system is used only for the short distance yarding in Japan. This system consists of a live skyline, a haulback line, a simple carriage, a two- or three-drum yarder, and a set of heel tackle. The skyline is pulled through a lead block on the head tree, threaded through the simple carriage, then pulled out to the tail tree, and threaded through a skyline block and anchored to the stumps. The end of the haulback line is fastened to the rear edge of the carriage. The skyline is raised or lowered in each turn by means of the heel tackle attached to the end of the skyline. Sometimes, a pulling machine or “tirfor” is used instead of the heel tackle. The skyline is seldom wound directly on the yarder-drum in our country.

In operation, the skyline is raised until turn of logs is lifted completely off the ground, then the heel-line-drum brake is set to hold the skyline up, and the carriage holding the turn of logs runs by gravity after releasing the haulback-drum brake.

If the terrain makes it necessary, a main line is additionally riged in this system. (See Fig. 55 and 56).

4-6 Aerial snubbing system

The aerial snubbing system consists of a standing skyline, a skidding line or main line, a carriage, one or two stops, and a one-drum yarder with heavy brake. The skidding line or main line is also called the snubbing line, which means a line used for controlling the traveling of the carriage operated by gravity. Depending on the mechanism of the carriage used, one or two stops are set up on the skyline. In the simplest case, there is no stop.

This system is adapted to yarding in rather steep terrain. The yarder is commonly installed at the upper end of the yarding road. When the carriage is hauled to the upper stop by the skidding line, locks are engaged and a butt hook attached to the end of the skidding line is lowered. After hooking, the butt hook and turn of logs are raised to the carriage, then locks are released. Downhill transportation is done by gravity.

The butt hook can be pulled out laterally tens of meters by man power. This allows selective logging in a wide strip on each side of the skyline. (See Fig. 57).

The Wyssen system may be included in this system.

4-7 Dunham system

The Dunham system consists of a main line, a haulback line, a carriage, a fall block, and a two-drum yarder. The main line runs from the carriage forward through a lead block on the head tree, back through the upper carriage sheave, back through a tail block on the tail tree, forward through one of the two lower sheaves, down through a fall block, up through
the other lower sheave, forward through another lead block on the head tree, and down to
the main drum on the yarde. The main line serves as the skyline as well as the lifting line.
The haulback line runs from the fall block back through a haulback block on the tail tree,
forward through a series of guide blocks, then through the lead block on the head tree, and
down to the haulback drum.

In our country, however, the Dunham system is a general term for all those cable systems
in which the main line serves as the skyline. In many modified Dunham systems, the fall
block is not equipped, and the butt hook and chokers are attached to the bottom of the carriage.

This system is not so popular, but sometimes used for the short distance yarding up to
200 m. (See Fig. 58 and 59).

4-8 Running skyline system

The running skyline system consists of a main line, a haulback line, a skidding line or
lifting line, a simple carriage, and a two- to four-drum yarde.

The running skyline system also is a general term for those cable systems in which the
haulback line serves as the skyline. There are many modifications of this system.

In rigging up the most popular running skyline system in Japan, the haulback line passes
through a lead block on the head tree, back through the upper sheaves of the carriage, back
through the haulback block on the tail tree, forward to the carriage, and is attached to the
rear edge of the carriage. The main line passes through a lead block on the head tree, back
to the carriage, and is fastened to the front edge of the carriage. In most cases, the main
line and the haulback line are connected with each other at the yarde to make them a con-
tinuous line. The skidding line runs from the skidding drum through a lead block hung just
below the main line block on the head tree, back through a block attached to the bottom of the
 carriage, and is hung down. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line.

In any case, the Japanese running skyline system is slightly different from the American
running skyline system which is additionally equipped with a slack-pulling line.

The running skyline system is frequently used for the selective cutting or thinning. (See
4-9 Mono-cable system

The mono-cable system consists of an endless cable, 20~80 mono-cable blocks, a set of tightening equipment, and a one- to three-drum yonder. The endless cable is suspended on many mono-cable blocks attached to standing trees at intervals of 10~50 m along the yarding path. Turn of logs can be attached to the endless cable with hanging ropes and contact hooks. The endless cable is driven by the spool-type drum of the yonder, and the loads are transported continuously or intermittently from the cold decks to the landing.

![Fig. 20 Mono-cable system.](image)

The Japanese mono-cable system differs from the European ones in that the open-side blocks are hung on the standing trees with flexible wire ropes instead of rigid equipment, and the hanging ropes are used for attaching choked logs to the endless cable.

Recently, the lateral yarding has been successfully carried out with the mono-cable system. At present, this system is thought to be the most suitable cable system for selective cutting. (See Fig. 64~66).

4-10 High-lead system

The high-lead system is not used for large-scale logging, but for short distance skidding, especially for assembling logs or making cold decks.

This system consists of a main line, a haulback line, a simple butt rigging, and a two-drum yonder. The main line and haulback line are, at times, connected with each other, and the continuous main-haulback line is driven by a spool-type drum of the yonder.

Recently, a modified high-lead system additionally equipped with a skidding line was developed, and it has been employed in the thinning operation. In this modified high-lead system, the main line and haulback line are connected with each other at the yonder. (See Fig. 67~68).

The cable logging systems described above can be summarized as in Table 1.

Besides, there are the double skyline system and H-shaped system for each skyline logging system. The double skyline is the skyline logging system in which two small-sized skylines are set up paralleling each other 0.5~1 m apart in the sky and a four-wheeled carriage rides on them as shown in Fig. 50. The advantage of the double-skyline system is the ease of setting-up operation. The H-shaped skyline system is similar to the Lawson skyline yarding and loading system formerly employed on the West coast of the United States, but the Japanese ones are rather simple. Two tail lines, which are set up in parallel keeping adequate distance of 100~200 m between them, and a skyline, which is suspended between those two tail lines, have the shape of the letter "H".

Further, there are new combinations of two cable hauling systems as shown in Fig. 31 or
The line serves as skidblock. Both lines are connected with each other at the drum.

### 5. Cable logging operation

When setting up a skyline over a logging area, the head tree and tail tree are selected in advance of the felling of the trees to be logged. If no suitable tree is standing in the required place, the portable steel spars are used. Before the head tree and tail tree are rigged, all trees on the projected skyline road between them are felled. Then the head tree and tail tree are first limbed and rigged with a skyline block, head blocks, and guy lines. Customarily, a “guide tree” which may be useful for setting yarder properly is selected near the head tree at almost the same level as where the yarder is placed, and rigged up in the same way as the head tree except the skyline block. The yarder is set facing the guide tree at an adequate distance from it on a cribwork of logs forming a level platform. The rear end of the yarder sled is anchored to stumps.

The operating lines such as main line and haulback line are stretched over the yarding road with help of synthetic rope or light wire rope. If the terrain or obstacles make it necessary, rope launchers or model planes are occasionally used for stretching the synthetic rope over the yarding road. Then, the skyline is extended from the head tree to the tail tree by the operating line stretched before.

A cable logging system is commonly operated by a crew of three to five men; one operator, one or two chocker setters, and one or two unhookers. In the case of tree length yarding, one or two chain saw men are added for bucking the yarded trees at the landing. Setting-up
and dismantling the cable system are, of course, managed by the same crew members.

The operating efficiency of the cable logging system depends to a great extent upon the cutting systems, the timber volume per hectare and single tree volume. Table 2 approximately shows the average daily outputs and the average turn volumes by cutting systems and cable logging systems.

Table 2. Average daily output and turn volume (m³)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clear-cutting</th>
<th>Selective cutting</th>
<th>Thinning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skyline system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily output</td>
<td>32.3 (6.6)</td>
<td>21.9 (5.0)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn volume</td>
<td>1.14 (0.62)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.35)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-skyline system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily output</td>
<td>19.7 (4.0)</td>
<td>19.1 (2.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn volume</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono-cable system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily output</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>20.2 (2.6)</td>
<td>8.9 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn volume</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.44 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Figure between brackets indicates standard deviation.

(2) Skyline system includes Tyler system, North Bend system, Hoist yarding system, and Kumamoto system.

(3) Non-skyline system represents only running skyline system in this table.

To assure the safety and health of forest workers, all-round and planned countermeasures for the prevention of labor accidents are provided by laws and rules. As provided by the "Labor Safety and Sanitation Law", the enterpriser, who intends to carry out a cable logging with above 10 hp yarder, at a total skyline length above 350 m or with a maximum load of above 200 kg, shall appoint an operation head from among the persons having obtained the license, and make him direct the workers engaged in the logging operation. An operation head license of forest cable installation is granted to the person who has passed the license examination or who is in possession of the qualification as prescribed by the Ministry of Labor Ordinance.

When a cable logging system of such scales as mentioned above is designed in a logging site, the diameter of each line, including that of skyline, should be decided on the basis of topographical data and tree size. According to the "Labor Safety and Sanitation Rule", the safety factor of each line is expressly provided as in the following:

2.7 for skyline
4.0 for all operating line, except lifting line and hoist line
6.0 for lifting line and hoist line
4.0 for guy line and tie rope

The allowable stress of each line can be evaluated by dividing the tensile stress of a given wire rope by the safety factor applicable to the line.

6. New trials for selective logging

Many unique cable logging systems suitable for the selective cutting in mountainous regions have been developed in Japan. These new methods may be classified into two large groups; namely, the improved traditional systems, and the newly developed systems. In the case of the traditional Tyler system and downhill North Bend system, the haulback line covers a wide area during the operation as shown in Fig. 22, so that the movements of the haulback line
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have to be restricted by some measures to prevent damage to the residual stand. Several new methods have been developed for controlling the behavior of the haulback line; that is, the one in which the movement of the haulback line is restrained by the tension of the other line such as the lifting line (Fig. 23), the one by an additional control line (Fig. 24), the one by special equipment (Fig. 25), the one by an additional pull-out line, and so on. These contrivances have made it possible to yard the branched cutting-strips crossing a skyline corridor as shown in Fig. 28.

Meanwhile, the other systems such as the hoist yarding system, the aerial snubbing system, the running skyline system, and the simplified North Bend system are, for the most part, technically applicable to the selective cutting or thinning. These allow selective logging in a strip tens of meters wide on each side of the skyline.

Above all, the mono-cable system is the developing but promising one for selective cutting in mountainous regions.
7. Usable examples

Thirty-nine usable examples of the cable logging systems, including the ones available for the selective cutting or thinning operation as well as the developing ones, are presented as follows:

![Diagram of cable logging system](image)

**Fig. 29** This is an ordinary cable arrangement of the Tyler system which is very often preferred for its simplicity of setting up and the ease of operation. In the past this system was one of the most popular skyline methods for large area clear-cutting. In this system, some self-locking carriages have been used.

This system is employed on comparatively steep downhill slope enough to allow the loaded carriage to travel down on the skyline by gravity. To reduce the wear on the lifting line, a three-drum yarder is used.

On gentle downhill or uphill slope, a main line or a traction line is added to this system, and a guide block through which the haulback line is passed is attached to the end of the pull-out line. The tail block is attached to the tail tree. The chief reason for the application of the pull-out line is to make it possible to carry out lateral yarding freely without changing the tail block.
Fig. 30 In order to carry out the long distance lateral yarding, the "circular yarding" was tried for the first time in Kiso-Fukushima national forest, Nagano, in 1963.

This method is one of the modifications of the Tyler system. The end of the lifting line is attached to a stump on the opposite hillside, and runs from it through a block attached to the rear edge of the carriage, down through the fall block, up through a block at the front edge of the carriage, back through a guide block attached to a stump near where the end of the lifting line is secured, then through some guide blocks to the lifting line drum. The haulback block is attached to a stump at a proper distance from the skyline on the logging side. In operation, logs are hauled to the skyline laterally so as to build cold decks under the skyline, and then the logs are swung from there to the landing by the same skyline.

On gentle slopes a continuous traction line is added to this system to control the excursion of the carriage.

The longest lateral yarding distance record of 210 m was made for a 530-m span in Kiso-Fukushima national forest.
This is a successful combination of the Tyler system and the downhill North Bend system.

The back end of the lifting line is secured to the bight of an endless wire rope set up between two guide blocks which are attached to the trees standing along the skyline at the outer end of the yarning road.

In operation, while the carriage is passing by the endless rope, the end of the lifting line is moved with the endless rope, so that the system works as the downhill North Bend. On the other hand, when the carriage leaves the endless-rope section, it works as the Tyler system, because the end of the lifting line is made to stop at the position of the lower endless rope block. This combination system could be applied to the convex yarning road where the slope of the road is pretty steep but the felling site near the tail tree is rather flat. To avoid an additional skyline on such a distinctive terrain, this method was developed in Nobeoka national forest, Miyazaki, in 1966.

Fig. 31 This system is effective for yarning the branched cutting-strips crossing the skyline.

The lifting line runs from the carriage back through the lifting-line block attached to a stop riding on the skyline and is hung down. A guide block is attached to the end of the lifting line. The stop can be moved to any point desired on the skyline by man power and anchored backward to a stump. The haulback line runs from the fall block back through the guide block attached to the end of the lifting line, down through the tail block, then forward through several blocks to the haulback drum of the yarder.

When the empty carriage arrives at the stop, the fall block and the guide block are led to where the logs lie by reeling in the haulback line and releasing the lifting line brake. When the chokers are set, the lifting line is wound in and the haulback line is unwound at 1/3 the lifting line's speed, then the fall block and the turn of the logs are hauled to the skyline corridor laterally.

The behavior of the haulback line and fall block is controlled by the lifting line tension, so that lateral yarning in branched strips can be carried out with very little damage to the residual stand. The daily out-put of this new system decreases by 10–20% compared with the traditional Tyler system.
Fig. 33 This system is also suited to yarding the branched strips.

To prevent side-slip of the haulback line caused by lateral yarding and to minimize the damage to the residual stand, a control line is added to the Tyler system as shown in the illustration.

The control line runs from the control line drum out through a series of corner blocks, and through a block attached to a stump on the opposite hillside or to a stop on the skyline. A guide block is fastened to the end of the control line, and the haulback line is passed through it. This system can be operated with the three-drum yarer.

For lateral yarding, a great deal of skill is required in operation, because the carriage moves unsteadily along the skyline according to the tensions of three lines: the lifting line, the haulback line, and the control line. As a result, the residual trees along the yarding strips are apt to suffer damage to some extent.

This system was used for the first time in Ueda national forest, Nagano, in 1969.
Fig. 34 This system is used for yarding the branched strips, too.

A pull-out line and two blocks which are tied with each other are added to the ordinary Tyler system. The pull-out line leading from a drum of the common three-drum yarder runs through some blocks, through a guide block attached to a stump at the far end of a branched strip, through one of the tied blocks, then to another stump near the guide block mentioned above, and is secured to the stump. The haulback line runs from the fall block through another block of the tied blocks, then through the tail block attached to a stump at the intersection of the skyline road and the branched strip, and back through the haulback block on the tail tree, and forward through some blocks to the haulback drum.

When the empty carriage arrives at the branched strip, the pull-out line is reeled in, and the lifting line and the haulback line are released at the same time to bring over the fall block to where the logs are to be hooked on. When the chokers are set, the lifting line and the haulback line are wound up, and the brake of the pull-out line drum is gradually taken off, the fall block and the turn of logs are hauled right to the carriage.

This system was operated where the average lateral yarding distance was 75 m, in Mori national forest, Hokkaido, in 1969.

Fig. 35 This system is one of the modifications of the “endless Tyler system”. It consists of a skyline, a lifting line, a continuous main-haulback line, a carriage, and a two-drum yarder.

The continuous main-haulback line means a continuous wire rope made up of a main line and a haulback line. It is driven by the spool-type drum of the yarder, and its length must be adjusted by a tightening device according to the distance between the landing area and the hooking area. As shown in the illustration, the main line is attached to the front edge of the carriage and the haulback line to the fall block. Besides, there are some modifications of this system; for instance, the one in which both main line and haulback line are attached to the fall block, the one in which they are attached to the carriage together, and so forth.

The modified Tyler system additionally having a traction line is also called the endless Tyler system. In this case, both ends of the traction line are attached to the carriage, and a three-drum yarder is required.
Fig. 36 The main difference between the ordinary endless Tyler system and this system is that a free block is used between the front carriage block and the fall block in this system. The end of the main line is attached to the free block through which the lifting line is passed. The end of the haulback line is secured to the fall block as usual. These line arrangements make it possible to control the tension of the continuous main-haulback line automatically, and extend a hooking area without changing the location of the tail block.

There are, of course, several modifications of this method: the one in which two free blocks are used, and the main line and the haulback line are attached to the free blocks, respectively, and the fall block rides on the right of the lifting line between the two free blocks; and the one in which the main line is attached to a special block shown in Fig. 37 and the haulback line is secured to the fall block as usual, also the one in which both main line and haulback line are attached to the special block, and so on.

The first trial of these methods was made in Chichibu national forest, Saitama, in 1961.

Fig. 37 Special free block.
Fig. 38 For the purpose of reducing the damage to the young growth in natural forests in logging operation, the H-shaped Tyler system was first employed in Kamiishibetsu national forest, Hokkaido, in 1970.

It consisted of two skylines, 314 m and 324 m long, respectively, paralleling each other 75 m apart, two lifting lines, two traction lines, a fall block equipped with two lifting-line sheaves, and a three-drum yarder. The skyline was 24 mm in diameter and the operating lines were all 12 mm in diameter.

Setting up the system was done by a crew of four men in 15.5 days. The daily average output was 27.6 m³ by a crew of four men in the test of nine days. Damage to the young growth by this system was considerably less than that by the ordinary skyline systems.

Incidentally, this H-shaped Tyler system was once tried for stacking timbers at the landing in Numata national forest, Gunma, in 1963.
Fig. 39 This is a modified Tyler system more suitable than the one shown in Fig. 32 for yarding branched strips, because an additional traction line can regulate the movement of the carriage when lateral yarding is conducted. By means of braking the traction line, the carriage is steadily stopped at any point desired on the skyline, and, consequently, lateral yarding can be done successfully.

This system is one of the most popular skyline systems for yarding branched strips, and it has been very often employed all over the country.

By this system, logs are yar ded from about 100 m on each side of the skyline in the branched strips with little damage to the residual stand. This system holds the lateral yarding distance record of 220 m in Esashi national forest in Hokkaido.

Compared to the ordinary endless Tyler system, however, this system shows 10~20% decrease in daily average output.
A special fall block and a guide block having the locking devices are rarely used in the Tyler system to carry out the branched strip yarding. A pull-out line is attached to the locking guide block, and the lifting line is passed through it.

When the empty carriage arrives at the stop, the fall block runs into the guide block, and they are coupled with each other by the working of the locking devices. By reeling in the pull-out line and taking off the lifting line brake, the fall block joined with the guide block are led to the logs.

When the chokers are set, the lifting line is reeled in and the pull-out line is released. When the lift-up is made, the fall block hits the bottom of the carriage and the locking devices are unlocked automatically. Then the loaded carriage is made to travel to the landing by the traction line while the guide block is left at the intersection of branched strip and skyline road.

This system was operated for the first time in Otaki national forest, Nagano, in 1969.

---

Fig. 40 A special fall block and a guide block having the locking devices are rarely used in the Tyler system to carry out the branched strip yarding. A pull-out line is attached to the locking guide block, and the lifting line is passed through it.

When the empty carriage arrives at the stop, the fall block runs into the guide block, and they are coupled with each other by the working of the locking devices. By reeling in the pull-out line and taking off the lifting line brake, the fall block joined with the guide block are led to the logs.

When the chokers are set, the lifting line is reeled in and the pull-out line is released. When the lift-up is made, the fall block hits the bottom of the carriage and the locking devices are unlocked automatically. Then the loaded carriage is made to travel to the landing by the traction line while the guide block is left at the intersection of branched strip and skyline road.

This system was operated for the first time in Otaki national forest, Nagano, in 1969.

---

Fig. 41 This is the original skyline system for branched strip yarding, which is capable of skidding logs from the stump to the skyline and transporting the logs to the landing in one operation.

A special stop having two blocks or an extra carriage is additionally used in this system. This system is rigged by threading the lifting line through two blocks of the stop and through the upper block of the tied blocks in the same way as under the ordinary carriage, and also by threading the haulback line from the fall block through the lower block of the tied blocks. In consequence of these arrangements, the behavior of the haulback line can be controlled by the lifting line tension automatically.

When lateral yarding is carried out, the haulback line is wound up and the lifting line is released at the same time, so that the fall block is led along with the tied blocks to the tail block attached to a stump. After the logs are choked, the lifting line is wound up and the haulback line is released gradually, then the turn of logs is hauled up to the carriage in a straight line. The travel of the carriage is controlled by the continuous traction line.

The selective Tyler systems, in which the behavior of haulback line is controlled automatically by the lifting line tension, have developed from this system.
Fig. 42 The downhill North Bend system has been very often employed on flat spans or gentle downhill or uphill slopes. By this system, logs are generally yarded from 30 to 80 m on each side of the skyline in a clear-cutting area. Up to this time, several modifications have developed from the original downhill North Bend system; the one having a traction line additionally, the one using a self-locking carriage and fall block, the one using a locking carriage and one or two stops, the one having double skylines and a two-track carriage, and so forth.

The advantages of the downhill North Bend system are its flexibility and ease of rigging up, and less wear on operation lines. The disadvantage is the difficulty in operation, especially on steep slopes, unless the self-locking carriage and fall block are used.
In order to carry out a large area logging by one skyline, the Y-shaped skyline system is used. The expression of "Y-shaped" comes from the fact that the skyline and guide cable used in this system make the form of the letter "Y".

In this method, a guide cable, or a tail line, is set up at the outer end at right angles to the skyline and serves as a tail hold, so that the back end of the skyline is able to move along the tail line with a skyline support. Moving the back end of the skyline is done by man-power or by mechanical power.

The first trial of the Y-shaped downhill North Bend system by man-power was made in Tsukubetsu national forest, Hokkaido, in 1960. The back end of the skyline was secured to the skyline support riding on the tail line, and the skyline support was anchored to the stumps with the anchor ropes.

The new Y-shaped skyline system with mechanical power was tried in Hidaka national forest, Hokkaido, in 1964. The skyline support was moved along the tail line by an endless rope driven by a yarder for exclusive use.

The Y-shaped skyline method has been applied to other skyline systems, for instance, to the Tyler system in Ina national forest, Nagano, in 1963.

![Diagram of Y-shaped skyline system](image)

This system is one of the most unique selective yarding skyline systems. It was developed for the first time in Kotanbetsu national forest, Hokkaido, in 1973.

In this system, J-shaped rod and open-side block through which the J-shaped rod and wire rope pass are used as special rigging. Both ends of the main line and haulback line are attached to the head of the J-rod together, and the tail end of the J-rod and fall block are connected with each other with a 2.5-m wire rope. The open-side block is secured to the stop on the skyline.

When the empty carriage arrives at the stop, the J-rod is passed through the open-side block and pulled into the cutting strip in company with the fall block by reeling in the haulback line. When the turn of logs is skidded, the J-rod is drawn up laterally to the stop together with the fall block by reeling in the main line, and it is passed through the open-side block conversely. The loaded carriage is led to the landing by winding the main line while the brake of the haulback line is taken off gradually.

Finally, while the carriage is running there and back on the skyline, the haulback line is passing through the open-side block. And while lateral yarding is being conducted, the main line is passing through it. Yarding logs from the stumps to the skyline and transporting them to the landing of course, are made in one operation.

There is a modification of this system, which has a traction line to change the location of the stop mechanically.
Fig. 45 This is also a modified downhill North Bend system for the purpose of selective logging. To control sidleslipping of the haulback line, a control line is added to the ordinary system. The haulback line is passed through a control block attached to the end of the control line. The control line from the control block is passed through a guide block, which is located on the opposite hill side or attached to the stop on the skyline, and is led through several blocks to a drum of the yarder.

When the fall block is pulled into or out of the cutting strip laterally, three lines, namely the main line, the haulback line and the control line, should be handled at the same time. Consequently, the three-drum yarder is required for this system, and its operation is rather hard.

The method in which the guide block for the control line is attached to the stop was first developed in Suwa national forest, Nagano, in 1968. And another method in which the guide block is attached to the stump on the opposite hill-side has been used in Mukawa national forest, Hokkaido, since 1968.

As the result of performance of the latter method for several years, it was realized that the daily output decreases by about 20% as compared with the ordinary downhill North Bend system.
Fig. 46 This system is regarded as the simplest form of the Lidgerwood skidder system. But it can also be considered that this is one of modifications of downhill North Bend system, because it has the same dynamical principle as the downhill North Bend in the way that the operating lines work on the load. That is, the turn of logs can be lifted up and held in the air with the result that the skidding line and the haulback line are pulled against each other. In this system, a simple carriage equipped with two track sheaves and a skidding line sheave or two guide blocks shackled with each other is used. The skidding line from the drum is passed through the skidding line sheave and hung down. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line. The haulback line is attached to the rear edge of the carriage.

This system is often used as a selective yarding system over short distances of 50 to 300 m. It was used for the first time for selective cutting in Jozankei national forest, Hokkaido, in 1973\textsuperscript{a}. In this case, a truck crane equipped with two drums was used as the yarder, and the skyline was 14 mm in diameter.

Fig. 47 This is the H-shaped North Bend system, or a combination of two simplified North Bend systems shown in Fig. 46.

Two skidding lines are connected with each other with a butt hook in between, and the other end of them are also connected with each other, and that makes a continuous rope. Each haulback line is attached to the simple carriage respectively, but the other ends of the haulback lines are connected with each other, and that makes another continuous rope. Each line is driven by the spool-type drum of the yarder.

For the purpose of raising and lowering the butt hook, a tightening line is used.

When the skidding line and the haulback line are driven in opposite direction at the same speed, both carriages and butt hook are moved lengthways all together. If there is, however, some difference between the speeds of two moving lines, the butt hook is moved crosswise regardless of the movement of the two carriages.

This system was first tried in Nahari national forest, Kochi, for yarding strips along contour lines in 1973\textsuperscript{a}.\textsuperscript{a}
Fig. 48 This system is composed of a skyline, a skidding line, a traction line, a hook line, a carriage, a butt hook, and a three-drum yader.

The continuous traction line is driven by the spool-type drum. The butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line which is passed through the lower sheave of the carriage and hung down. The hook line is used for pulling the skidding line with butt hook laterally to where the logs to be hauled lie. The hook line is hooked to the butt hook by one of the crew members every time, and it is taken off from the butt hook by him, too.

As a modification of this system, there is the one having no hook line. In this modified system, pulling the skidding line laterally is done by man-power. This one was adapted to a selective cutting site in Usuda national forest, Nagano, in 1972. It had a span of 320 m, and the skyline was 24 mm in diameter.
Fig. 49 If the main line and the haulback line in the downhill North Bend system are connected with each other at the yarder, and a tightening line for controlling the continuous line tension is added for raising or lowering the fall block, the downhill North Bend system becomes the Kumamoto system.

The advantages of the Kumamoto system compared with other skyline systems are its simplicity of operation, adaptability to a wide range of gradients from gentle slope to medium slope, and use of the small capacity yarder equipped with an ordinary drum and a spot-type drum. The disadvantages are difficulty of long distance lateral yarding, hardness on rigging up, and severe wear on the continuous main-haulback line.

This system is not suitable for selective logging, because of the arrangement of operating lines.

There are many modified Kumamoto systems: the one in which a self-locking carriage and fall block are used, the one in which a locking fall block and guide block as shown in Fig. 40 are used, the one in which a pull-out line is added, and so on.

Fig. 50 The modified Kumamoto system having two small skylines instead of a single heavy cable was developed so as to make its setting up and changing roads easier and to make it possible to yard logs along a curved road.

As special rigging for this system, two tension adjusting blocks, mono-carriages connected with each other by connecting rods, and an intermediate support are used. A fall block is used for large logs, but a butt hook for small logs. The tension adjusting blocks each of which has an isosceles-triangular frame and three sheaves are used at both ends of the double skylines and anchored respectively with anchor cables. One of the principal features of the intermediate support is its operating-line support like a long arm of a gibbon which makes it possible to yard the curved road.

This system was first tried in Kikuchi national forest, Kumamoto, in 1954. S-curved road yarding was also carried out with great success in 1957.
Fig. 51 This system is operated in the same way as the Kumamoto system, in that the turn is lifted or lowered by means of tightening or slackening a continuous main-haulback line, and the carriage is traveled by the same continuous line.

The haulback line from the rear edge of the carriage runs back through the haulback block on the tail tree, forward through the lower blocks under the carriage into the fall block, through a lead block on the head tree, then to the spool-type drum on the yarder. The main line fastened to the front edge of the carriage runs forward through another lead block to the spool-type drum and is spliced with the haulback line, so that the main line and the haulback line are made a continuous line. The tightening line from the tightening drum runs through the twin block in the same way as the Kumamoto system. An additional hook line serves for pulling out the fall block to where the turn is to be hooked on. The hook line is attached to or taken off the fall block by hand.

This system was first used for selective cutting in Usuda national forest, Nagano, in 1971.
This is the most popular hoist-yarding system in Japan. It consists of a skyline, a hoist carriage which has a carriage drum holding a hoist line, a continuous traction line, both ends of which are fastened to the front and rear edges of the hoist carriage respectively, an endless carriage drum line, and a two drum yarder.

When the traction line and the carriage drum line are driven at the same speed, the hoist carriage travels keeping a certain distance between the carriage and the butt hook attached to the bottom end of the hoist line. When there is difference between two line-speeds including the case that one of them is at a stop, the hoist line drum is driven so that the butt hook is raised or lowered.

This system was developed in Yabuhara national forest, Nagano, in 1957. After that, various improvements were made with the result that this system has been put to widespread practical use. The span of this system is usually 200~600 m, and the daily output is 20~30 m³ by a crew of three or four men.

As a unique application of this system, the Y-shaped hoist carriage system which is called the "standing tree yarding method" was tried in Daigo national forest, Ibaragi, in 1962. In this trial, each of the mature trees were cut and yarded as they stood to prevent the young trees planted in the forest before cutting from damage. The trial in Daigo national forest proved successful because the skyline could be held high up over the stand.

This system consists of a skyline, an endless operating line, a hoist carriage equipped with a self-locking device and a carriage drum, two stops, the upper one and the lower one, and a one-drum yarder.

Since the self-locking device of the carriage ordinarily tightly grasps the operating line, the carriage is traveled by the operating line. When the carriage runs into a stop, the self-locking device instantly releases the operating line and grasps the skyline instead. As a result, the carriage drum is operated by the operating line and a hoist line is lowered to the ground. On the contrary, when the hoist line is reeled in and the butt hook thrusts up the bottom of the carriage, the self-locking device releases the skyline and grasps the operating line again. The operation of this system is easy, but the self-locking device is complicated and because of that it does not always work satisfactorily.

A hoist carriage named "Akimoku carriage" was developed in Odate national forest, Akita, in 1954. The "Maruken carriage" developed in 1955 is similar to the Akimoku carriage in mechanical principle.
Fig. 54 The test run of the first self-propelled hoist carriage was made in Takanosu national forest, Akita, in 1964. The carriage had a 60-hp gasoline engine, a wireless control device and a hoist drum inside, and weighed 700 kg.

It traveled over a 26-mm skyline approximately 300 m long by pulling in a stationary 12-mm wire rope. Driving the carriage and raising or lowering the hoist line were handled by a choker setter and an unhooker through transmitters.

The daily output was about 14 m$^3$ by a crew of four men.

After that, a new self-propelled hoist carriage, which had a 55-hp gasoline engine and was 980 kg in weight, was used in Numata national forest, Gunma, in 1968. The daily output of this system was about 16 m$^3$.

To summarize the disadvantages of this system: (i) it needs another yarder for setting up the system, (ii) the mechanism of the carriage does not always work smoothly, and (iii) the carriage itself was too heavy to lift an additional heavy load.
Fig. 55 This system is a combination of the double slack-line system and the gravity slack-line system. The skyline anchored to a stump or a tree near the head tree runs back through the skyline block hung on the head tree, through two carriage sheaves, through the skyline block on the tail tree, then forward through two other carriage sheaves, and through another skyline block on the head tree to the skyline drum of the yarder.

The end of the haulback line is fastened to the rear edge of the carriage, and the haulback line is led through the haulback block on the tail tree, forward through a series of blocks, and to the second drum of the yarder. A butt hook is attached to the bottom of the carriage.

This system was used in Ichinohashi national forest, Hokkaido, from 1961 to 1965. The skyline was 12 mm in diameter and the haulback line 10 mm in diameter. The daily output was about 19 m³ by a crew of five men at 100-m yarding distance.

Since a small-diameter skyline is used, it is easy to set up this system. However, this system is unsuitable for selective logging.

Fig. 56 This is a modified slack-line system provided with a locking carriage. The carriage is equipped with a locking device for holding the skidding line. The skidding line is passed through the lower sheave and the locking device of the carriage, and hung down under the carriage. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line. There are several stopper fittings, which are made of wire rope, on the skidding line every 2 m from the butt hook.

By holding one of the stopper fittings on the skidding line by the locking device of the carriage, the butt hook is hung down keeping enough distance from the carriage to be caught by a choker setter on the ground. The end of the haulback line is attached to the back edge of the carriage. The butt hook is pulled to the side by man-power. If the terrain makes it necessary, the skyline is raised or lowered by the heel tackle.

This system was used for the first time in Maruseppu national forest, Hokkaido, in 1968. The system commonly operates over yarding distances of 200~300 m, and it can be used for selective logging.

Fig. 56 This is a modified slack-line system provided with a locking carriage. The carriage is equipped with a locking device for holding the skidding line. The skidding line is passed through the lower sheave and the locking device of the carriage, and hung down under the carriage. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line. There are several stopper fittings, which are made of wire rope, on the skidding line every 2 m from the butt hook.

By holding one of the stopper fittings on the skidding line by the locking device of the carriage, the butt hook is hung down keeping enough distance from the carriage to be caught by a choker setter on the ground. The end of the haulback line is attached to the back edge of the carriage. The butt hook is pulled to the side by man-power. If the terrain makes it necessary, the skyline is raised or lowered by the heel tackle.

This system was used for the first time in Maruseppu national forest, Hokkaido, in 1968. The system commonly operates over yarding distances of 200~300 m, and it can be used for selective logging.
Fig. 57 This aerial snubbing system consists of a skyline, a skidding line, or snubbing line, a snubbing carriage, a locking fall block, two stops, and a one- or two-drum yonder. Since the two stops, the upper one and the lower one, are installed and the fall block can be lowered to any position desired at the stop, this system is not restricted by topography.

In operation, the fall block is released from the carriage and lowered, when the carriage collides with the stop and couples to it. On the contrary, when the fall block thrusts up the device, the fall block is locked in the locking device at the bottom of the carriage, and the carriage is released from the stop.

This system was used for the first time in a private forest in Kochi Prefecture in 1956, five years after the introduction of the Wyssen skyline crane.\(^{[16-17]}\)
Fig. 58 The Dunham system consists of a main line, a haulback line, a three-sheave carriage, a fall block, and a two-drum yarder.

The main line runs from the main line drum on the yarder through a lead block on the head tree, back through one of the two lower carriage sheaves, down through the fall block, up through the other lower sheave, back through a tail block on the tail tree, forward through the upper carriage sheave, then through another lead block on the head tree, back to the carriage, and is attached to the front edge of the carriage. The haulback line runs from the haulback drum through a series of blocks, then through a tail block, and is attached to the fall block.

The rigging is so complicated and line wear on the main line is so severe that this system has been rarely used so far. A new Dunham carriage shown above was designed in Kogawa national forest, Kochi, in 1960

Fig. 59 This modified Dunham system consists of a main line, a haulback line, a tightening line, a carriage, and a yarder equipped with one drum and one spool-type drum. The main line and the haulback line are connected with each other at the spool-type drum to make a continuous line. Fall block is not used, and a butt hook is attached to the bottom of the carriage. The carriage rides on the main line, so the main line serves as the skyline.

Raising or lowering the carriage is managed by the tightening line working on the continuous main-haulback line. The operation of this system is easier than the ordinary Dunham system, because the main line which serves as the skyline is kept at almost constant deflection by setting the brake on the tightening line. Since it difficult to pull out the carriage to the side laterally, this system is commonly used only in a short distance swinging operation.

Besides, there is another modified Dunham system additionally rigged with a skidding line. In this new system, the continuous main-haulback line is set up in the sky, and lifting up or lowering the turn of logs is done by the skidding line.
This system is generally called the "Obihiro system," and it was developed in Nemuro national forest, Hokkaido, in 1961. It is one of the most popular simple yarding systems for the selective cutting.

The system consists of a continuous main-haulback line driven by a spool-type drum, a skidding line with a butt hook, and a simple carriage equipped with two upper track sheaves and a lower skidding line sheave. Both ends of the continuous main-haulback line are fastened to the carriage. The diameters of the continuous main-haulback line and the skidding line are 10~12 mm in general. The carriage rides on the haulback line serving also as the skyline. When the empty carriage arrives at the desired point, a choker setter pulls the skidding line to where the turn is to be hooked on.

The span of this system is comparatively short as 100~300 m. The daily output is 15~23 m³ by a crew of three or four men.

If the skyline is too high to be held by the choker setter, a tow line or a counterweight is attached to the end of the skidding line together with the butt hook.

Recently, two or three modifications have been introduced; the one in which a tightening line is used for raising or lowering the continuous main-haulback line, another in which a hook line is added for pulling the skidding line to the side, and one in which a tightening line and a hook line are added, and so forth.
Fig. 61 It can be considered that this system is the simplest of all the running skyline systems.

The haulback line runs from a drum through a lead block on the head tree, back through the carriage sheave, through a block on the tail tree or stump, then forward to the carriage, and is fastened to the back edge of the carriage. The main line runs from another drum through a lead block on the head tree hung just below the haulback lead block, and is fastened to the front edge of the carriage. Since the carriage rides on the haulback line, the line serves as skyline simultaneously. A butt hook and chokers are attached to the bottom of the carriage.

The advantage of this system is that it can yard the logs more smoothly than the high-lead system for the reason that the turn of logs is always hauled with its front end lifted over the obstacles. This is because the vertical component of the forces in the main line and haulback line is greater than that of the high-lead system of the same scale.

This system was employed for the first time in Maruseppu national forest, Hokkaido, and Odate national forest, Akita, in 1959.

Fig. 62 It may be considered that this system is a cross between the running skyline system shown in Fig. 61 and the simplified North Bend system shown in Fig. 46.

The haulback line runs on the same route as the simplest running skyline system. The haulback line serves naturally as the skyline. The skidding line runs from the skidding drum through a lead block on the head tree, through the lower sheave of the carriage, and hangs down under the carriage. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line. The skidding line and the haulback line are usually 10~12 mm in diameter.

This system was first applied in Maruseppu national forest in Hokkaido, where the selective cutting was carried out, in 1964. It had a span of approximately 200 m.

As a modification of this system, one using a locking carriage similar to the one shown in Fig. 56 was tried in Ikutawara national forest, Hokkaido, in 1972. It had a span of 167 m and the daily output was about 21 m³ by a crew of three men.
Fig. 63 This system is a modified running skyline system provided with a lifting line and a fall block instead of a skidding line and a butt hook. Having the lifting line like the Tyler system, this system can transport a heavier load than the ordinary running skyline system. However, since the haulback line is not fastened to the fall block but to the carriage, it is very difficult to pull out the fall block to the side. Accordingly, this system is especially suited to swinging the logs from a cold deck to the landing.

This system was employed for the first time for a small area clear cutting in Hatano private forest, Kanagawa, in 1969. Generally, the span of this system is less than 150 m and the daily output is 10–15 m³ by a crew of three or four men. The wire rope used in this system is 8–10 mm in diameter.
This mono-cable system consists of an 8~14 mm endless cable, more than twenty open-side mono-cable blocks, and a yader equipped with one spool-type drum and one ordinary drum. The turn of logs is attached to the endless cable with chokers and hanging ropes. To drop the turn instantly at the landing area, the contact hooks are set between chokers and hanging ropes as required. Generally, the weight of a turn is 100~400 kg, and two or more turns are transported at regular intervals. The daily output is 10~20 m³ regardless of the yarding distance. The total length of the endless cable sometimes reaches over 1,500 m.

There are two different operation methods, one for the continuous operation and the other for the intermittent operation.

In the continuous operation, the endless cable is always driven at a uniform speed and never stopped except in time of danger. The endless cable is held down close to the ground by a guide block at the hooking area so as to make it easy for the choker setter to attach the turn to the endless rope. The turn of logs is generally choked at one point with a choker.

In the intermittent operation, the endless cable is made to stop every time picking up or dropping the turn is done. When the turn is attached to the stopped endless cable, the cable is lowered by hand directly or with heel tackle. The turn of logs is usually choked at two points.

This system is used for the first time in Akita prefectural forest in 1966.
Fig. 66 This new mono-cable system is additionally equipped with a pull-out line. The logs on each side of the endless cable can be hauled laterally to the yarding path and swung to the landing in one continuous operation.

A guide block is attached to the end of the pull-out line, and the endless cable is passed through the block in the section where the lateral yarding is conducted. With every lateral yarding, the endless cable is slackened down by means of the tightening line. After the turn of logs is attached to the endless cable, the cable is tightened slowly and carefully, and the turn is hauled to the yarding path. When the turn arrives at the yarding path, the endless cable is driven by the spool-type drum. There is no necessity to build a cold beck. Generally, the continuous transportation is not carried out.

This mono-cable system was developed in Oma national forest, Aomori, in 1972. Twelve-mm endless wire rope is used for a turn of 0.4~1.0 m³ logs. The daily output is about 20 m³ for a distance of 200~300 m.

This new mono-cable system is one of the most effective yarding systems for selective cutting, because selective yarding can be carried out almost perfectly by this system.
Fig. 67 This system is one of the modified high-lead systems. The main line and the haul-back line are connected with each other to make a continuous line. The continuous main-haulback line can be raised or lowered by the tightening line. The yader equipped with one drum for the tightening line and one spool-type drum for the continuous line is required for this system. The reason for making two lines into a continuous line is to make the high-lead system adaptable to almost any topographic conditions, especially to steep downhill slopes.

This system was used in Matsuyama national forest, Ehime, in 1960\textsuperscript{[2]}, and in Esashi national forest, Hokkaido, in 1961\textsuperscript{[3]}

The continuous main-haulback line and the tightening line are 10—12 mm in diameter. Yarding distance extends to a maximum of about 250 m.

Fig. 68 This system is slightly different from the ordinary high-lead system. The system is additionally equipped with a skidding line which is passed through a guide block attached to the butt rigging and is hung down under the butt rigging. A butt hook is attached to the end of the skidding line.

The skidding line is pulled out laterally to where the logs lie by the choker setter. When the chokers are set, the turn of logs can be hauled to the yarding path by reeling in the skidding line while the brake is held on the continuous main-haulback line.

This new high-lead was used for the first time in Shinshiro national forest, Aichi, in 1971\textsuperscript{[4]}. The system is useful for thinning. Since the continuous line is usually set up in a triangular shape, it is called the “Sankaku (triangle) yarding system” in our country. The principal feature of this system is that the yarding operations can be conducted on any direction of the triangle.

The yarding distance is 40—80 m. Eight-mm continuous main-haulback line and 6-mm skidding line are used. The yader having one ordinary drum and one spool-type drum is required.

Advantages of this new high-lead are the simplicity of rigging up and changing road, and its adaptability to the thinning operation.
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（研究資料）

わが国の架空線集材技術

小沼順一(1)・柴田順一(2)

摘要

(1) 山岳林の多いわが国において最も有効な集材手段である架空線集材法について、1920年以降現在までの技術の変遷過程を概説した。

(2) わが国の架空線集材作業に使われる集材機、索条あるいは索具類の特徴、および架空線集材法の特徴を要約した。

(3) 技術導入時より現在までの間に、わが国において応用されまたは開発された120種の架空線集材方式を系统的に分類するため、使用索条あるいは索具の種類、およびこれらの組合せ方にもとづいて、分類の基準となる次の10の基本索張方式を選定した。

1) タイラー式
2) ノースペンド式
3) クマモト式
4) ホイストヤーディング式
5) スラックライン式
6) エアリアルスナビング式
7) ダンハム式
8) ランニングスカイライン式
9) モノケーブル式
10) ハイリード式

(4) 主として1965年以降、森林に対する国民的要求の多様化に対応して開発された新しい森林施策向けの索張方式を、残存木に最も大きな影響を及ぼす引戻索の処理方法を概説した。

(5) 数多くの架空線集材方式の中から、わが国で最も多くの利用されているもの、新しい森林施策に適用可能なものの、あるいは優れた着想にとづくものなど、代表的な集材方式39種を取りあげ、図面を付してその架設法、作業法、作業能率などを解説した。

1976年1月24日受理
(1) (2) 機械化部